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A STORY OF SEEING 
NEW STRENGTH

It is said that our eyes can reveal our age. 

So how can we protect and defend them against damage?

The skin around the eyes is especially delicate. It shows fatigue 

and exhaustion easily, and begins to show general signs of aging starting 

from around 25. Not to mention all the day-to-day damage that we cause 

from rubbing our eyes — whether to combat tiredness or screen fatigue, 

to wipe away stubborn mascara, or due to irritation from allergens and 

pollution. This kind of friction can significantly weaken the eye contour 

area. 

Ultimune Power Infusing Eye Concentrate supports this fragile skin 

by counteracting daily friction damage and bringing out a newfound 

strength. Helping to prevent dryness, wrinkles appearance and signs of 

aging.

Used on its own, or in combination with another SHISEIDO eye treatment 

to boost the effect, it is a visionary new way to see more smoothness 

and brilliance around the eyes.



AN ANTI-FRICTION 
STORY

Introducing SHISEIDO’s first eye treatment proven to reduce 

the effects of friction by 30%.* 

Combining newly developed technology with Ultimune’s signature formula, 

Ultimune Power Infusing Eye Concentrate defends the eye area by helping 

to reduce the effect of friction and improve skin condition. Counteracting 

damage and accelerated signs of aging that can be caused by rubbing and 

intensive makeup removal.

FRICTION COEFFICIENT
60 seconds after applying ULTIMUNE Eye**
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REDUCTION

*In vitro.

**As measured with a friction measuring device.



A STORY OF 
REMARKABLE 
INNOVATION

39 patents. 151 awards.

One major technological innovation. 

The Ultimune range is renowned for its ability to support and strengthen 

the skin from within, by enhancing our innate inner defenses. 

At the heart of the formula is SHISEIDO’s ImuGeneration Technology™. 

Powered by a brilliant blend of botanicals, including the reinforcing Reishi 

mushroom and energizing Iris extract. Known to help maintain skin’s optimal 

condition, even under stress.

The newly launched eye treatment also includes Smoothing Defense 

Complex, which acts as a shield to protect the delicate eye area from the 

impact of friction. While an exclusive complex of moisturizing agents work 

to increase skin’s hydration and support its natural defenses.



A STORY OF 
INVISIBLE DEFENSE

Ultimune Power Infusing Eye Concentrate vanishes almost instantly, leaving 

only an invisible veil and a lasting dewy feeling. Celebrated for the same 

highly regarded texture as Ultimune serum, the soft, refreshing and non-

sticky texture feels as natural as a second skin.

The serum adheres beautifully and effortlessly to the delicate eye-area skin, 

creating a comforting sensation of protection immediately after application. 



A STORY OF 
VISIBLE RESULTS

AFTER 1 WEEK
Women experienced major improvements of all five eye-area skin con-

cerns: puffiness, dark circles, wrinkles, roughness and loss

of resilience.*

A STORY SHARED BY WOMEN IN REAL LIFE*

Felt the product made the 

eye area look healthier.

Felt the product protected the 

eye area from external damage.

Felt the product strengthened 

the skin in the eye-area.

Wanted to continue 

using the product.

AFTER 3 MONTHS
Over time, women noted that their skin conditions had improved greatly.**

*Tested on 248 women in South Africa over one week, 

**Tested on 242 women in South Africa over three months, 

99%92%86%98%



SEE BRILLIANCE AROUND THE EYES
Not only does Ultimune Power Infusing Eye Concentrate reduce friction 

damage by 30%.* It also helps target roughness, dark circles, puffiness, 

wrinkles appearance and loss of firmness — the five key problems that 

affect the eye contour and appearance. 

All while boosting skin’s innate strength, smoothness and resilience.

Use on its own or as a duo:

 – Apply morning and evening to clean skin.

 – One pump should cover the entire eye contour area.

 – To amplify the effectiveness, combine with another SHISEIDO anti-aging 

eye treatment — especially Benefiance Eye Cream.

THE PROOF IS IN THE DATA**
Ultimune boosts the effects of other products. Combining products brings 

users even greater results than using Ultimune Eye or Benefiance Eye 

alone.

A STORY FOCUSED 
ON THE FUTURE

“I feel that with the eye serum and 

eye cream used together, wrinkles 

became less visible than when only 

eye cream was applied.”

“I feel that with the eye serum and 

eye cream used together, crow’s 

feet became less visible than when 

only one cream was applied.”

1 WEEK 3 MONTHS

1 WEEK 3 MONTHS

89%73%

86%74%

*Extent of friction damage measured as friction property compared with before application.

**Tested on 100 women, Singapore Independent Laboratory, Jun-Aug 2018.



A STORY 
WITH PURPOSE

FORM MEETS FUNCTION
With curves designed to glide effortlessly in your hand and a perfectly 

smooth and rounded cap, even the bottle’s unique design is informed by 

the concept of Ultimune Eye. Symbolizing the skin’s newfound resistance 

to friction. 

The vibrant red packaging invokes the signature color of the Ultimune 

range. While the evolving gradient signals the ever-improving condition 

of skin.



TECHNOLOGY



A STORY OF 
DAILY DAMAGE

We rub our eyes every day, without realizing the damage we are causing 

to the delicate eye-area skin. 

We do it when we are tired. When we want to get rid of stubborn mas-

cara. When our eyes feel strained after long hours in front of a screen. 

When they feel irritated by allergens or pollutants.

But the skin around the eyes is especially delicate and easily damaged 

by friction. After rubbing the skin just a dozen times, the stratum corne-

um can be seen to deteriorate. This outermost layer is critical for sealing 

the skin barrier and protecting the epidermis. 

Friction from rubbing also damages the health of Langerhans cells, 

which are known to support and enhance the skin’s inner defenses. 

Once they have been compromised, their numbers decline significantly. 

And as a result, we are less protected. 

Skin starts to become more rough, dark circles and puffiness appear. 

Premature aging becomes a significant risk. 

STRATUM CORNEUM BEFORE RUBBING

STRATUM CORNEUM AFTER RUBBING

The stratum corneum is not 

peeling off, and its good condi-

tion is maintained.

The stratum corneum cells 

are peeling off, deformed 

and stuck together.

*enlarged
Image Diagram

Image Diagram
*enlarged
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A STORY OF BOOSTING 
SKIN’S DEFENSE ABILITIES

Within the skin, Langerhans cells act as an immunity guardian — finding, capturing and 

removing foreign bodies, and suppressing any responses those substances may cause. 

By constantly generating and enhancing Langerhans cells, this revolutionary eye-area 

treatment keeps damage-inducing factors down and creates a supportive environment 

for more radiant, resilient skin.



Three SHISEIDO complexes combine to provide 

this multi-level protection:

SKIN SHIELD (Smoothing Oil)

Helps to reduce friction at the skin’s surface.

CELL SHIELD (High Fructose Corn Syrup)

Helps to directly bond with the stratum corneum to protect 

its moisture reserves and minimize damage.

LIPID SHIELD (Macadamia Nut Oil)

Helps to blend with intracellular lipids to protect the stratum 

corneum cells for a brighter, moisturized eye area.

Image Diagram

A STORY OF 
DEEP DEFENSE

SKIN SMOOTHING & DEFENSE TECHNOLOGY
This innovative new technology acts as a protective shield for your skin 

to significantly reduce damage caused by friction. It guards the very 

surface of the skin while protecting each layer’s cells individually and 

maintain inner defenses.



A STORY OF 
NEXT-LEVEL 
MOISTURE

IMUMOISTURE COMPLEX
This powerful blend, containing Marjoram Extract and Dynamite Glycerin, 

helps to significantly boost and sustain moisture by promoting production 

of hyaluronic acid. Marjoram Extract is also known to combat free radicals 

which can damage skin’s supply of Langerhans cells.
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A STORY THAT 
STIRS THE SENSES

A scent formulated according to the principles of aromachology. Its spicy 

green floral aroma contains both relaxing and energizing properties. 

Featuring a blend of rose and lotus for a calming effect even during 

times of emotional stress.


